reinventing the wheel wikipedia - in software development reinventing the wheel is often necessary in order to work around software licensing incompatibilities or around technical limitations present in parts or modules provided by third parties citation needed an example would be to implement a quicksort for a script written in javascript and destined to be embedded in a web page the quicksort algorithm is well known, find a program tv opb - 1 10 buildings that changed america 10 homes that changed america 10 modern marvels that changed america 10 monuments that changed america 10 parks that changed america 10 streets that changed, home page the tls - reviews essays books and the arts the leading international weekly for literary culture, segway personal transporter wikipedia - der segway personal transporter segway pt fr her ht f r human transporter ist ein elektrisch angetriebenes einpersonen transportmittel mit nur zwei auf derselben geometrischen achse liegenden r dern zwischen denen die bef rdeten person steht und das sich durch eine elektronische antriebsregelung selbst in balance h lt er wird seit dezember 2001 von segway inc aus bedford im us, horses for sources thriving in the as a service economy - these are unique opportunities for it services at the big ticket end of the spectrum you have the mega scale and competitive cost propositions of the tier 1s vying for greater wallet share within their enterprise clients while at the other we have specific technical needs that warrant a lot of close attention that grabs the focus of the mid caps which are much more flexible and can operate at, design within reach search - an eloquent humanist as well as one of the great architects and designers of the 20th century alvar aalto breathed life and warmth into modernism placing emphasis on organic geometry supple natural materials and respect for the human element, nethrhythms a to z album reviews - ha ha tonka buckle in the bible belt bloodshot collectively named after a state park in the ozarks these natives of springfield southwest missouri mix blistering driving rock with strangely sanctified four part harmonies to produce a forthright biting blend of music that you ve not heard quite the like of before, inside degrees by ellias lonsdale aquaorfire net - in much the same way in which he characterized planets and asteroids as powerful gendered beings in inside planets ellias lonsdale gives new depth and nuance to degree analysis an area often seen as technical or reduced to cliche lonsdale builds on three main degree interpretations dane rudhyar s concept of the sabian symbols described in the astrology of personality and an astrological, nethrhythms a to z album and gig reviews - the sadies favourite colours yep roc their fifth album and second for the label finds travis and dallas good harking back to their prime americana and 60s psychedelia influences kicking off with surrbeat bluegrass instrumental northumberland west tribute to clarence white before heading off into further thought of the byrds circa sweetheart and byrdmaniax with song of the chief, full text of new internet archive - search the history of over 351 billion web pages on the internet